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Abstract: Are educational outcomes subject to a "grandparent effect"? We comprehensively and critically review the growing literature on this question. Fifty-eight percent of 69 analyses report that grandparents’ (G1) socioeconomic characteristics are associated with children’s (G3) educational outcomes, independently of the characteristics of parents (G2). This is not clearly patterned by study characteristics, except sample size. The median ratio of G2:G1 strength of association with outcomes is 4.1, implying that grandparents matter around a quarter as much as parents for education. On average, 30 percent of the bivariate G1–G3 association remains once G2 information is included. Grandparents appear to be especially important where G2 socioeconomic resources are low, supporting the compensation hypothesis. We further discuss whether particular grandparents matter, the role of assortative mating, and the hypothesis that G1–G3 associations should be stronger where there is (more) G1–G3 contact, for which repeated null findings are reported. We recommend that measures of social origin include information on grandparents.
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This article reviews the fast-growing (Figure 1) set of analyses that test, either incidentally or as a primary focus, whether there is an independent association between grandparent (generation 1 or G1) socioeconomic characteristics and grandchild (G3) educational outcomes, independent of the socioeconomic characteristics of the parental generation (G2). As a shorthand we term such an association a “grandparent effect.” We aim to identify and extract findings from all such analyses, asking whether each finds a significant, independent G1–G3 association; how large it is relative to the G2–G3 association; and how much of the bivariate G1–G3 association is accounted for by adding controls including G2 characteristics. This is important because social mobility—or conversely, the persistence of social status—is conventionally estimated using data on two generations. If grandparents matter for the educational outcomes of their grandchildren, conventional estimates may substantially overestimate the degree of social mobility and provide a skewed picture of equality of opportunity in a society. A systematic review of the evidence is needed now that the literature extends to 69 such analyses for educational outcomes alone (the 40 publications in which these are reported are listed in the online supplement). Moreover, incorporating another generation into stratification research throws up a host of complications and further questions. We aim to shed some light by comprehensively surveying the field.

In the next section we add further background and motivation for this article. We then describe the methods of our systematic literature search and review; present
results, both quantitative and narrative, with accompanying discussion; and end by offering conclusions and directions for future research.

Background

A long and fruitful tradition in sociology has examined the intergenerational persistence of socioeconomic characteristics. A wide variety of analytical approaches and data sets have been deployed in this enterprise, but the great majority of studies have in common a two-generation approach: for the purposes of determining the influence of family background on an individual’s life chances, the former is effectively equated with the characteristics of that individual’s parents. This approach makes an implicit assumption about the intergenerational transmission of advantage over successive generations, namely that this long-run process can be adequately described as a series of independent associations between adjacent generations. Thus, insofar as grandparents affect the outcomes of their grandchildren,
this effect is indirect, or Markovian, which is to say that the grandparental effect is fully mediated through the parental generation.

An important recent development in the social sciences has been the increasing availability of data on more than the usual two generations (Song and Campbell 2017). A recurrent finding from these data is that the Markov process envisaged by the two-generation literature overestimates social mobility. That is, taking estimates of the persistence of social status based on two observed generations and extrapolating over three or more generations tends to yield an estimate of this persistence that is lower than an estimate based on three or more actually observed generations. Whereas Becker and Tomes (1986) concluded that “[a]lmost all earnings advantages and disadvantages of ancestors are wiped out in three generations,” more recent empirical findings do not bear this out (e.g., Clark 2014; Lindahl et al. 2015; Kroeger and Thompson 2016; Pfeffer and Killewald 2017). Correlations and similar parameters estimating the persistence of educational outcomes over three generations are reported in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 (online supplement) and tend to range between 0.1 and 0.3.

The prevailing explanation for the stronger-than-expected persistence of socioeconomic status (SES) across multiple generations is that ancestors more distant than the parental generation directly affect a child’s outcomes. That is, their influence is not mediated through intervening generations as in the traditional two-generation approach. As Figure 1 illustrates, research exploring whether this is the case has proliferated recently, especially since Mare (2011) called for a “multigenerational view of inequality,” arguing that the processes generating social stratification are unlikely to be fully described by the usual approach of beginning with individuals and looking at their parents as the determinants of their relative positions. Not only does this usual approach miss the question of how successfully individuals are able to reproduce social advantage—a question that requires attention to demography—it misses the possible channels beyond one’s most immediate ancestors through which family background influences life chances.

With a focus on educational outcomes, this article examines efforts to answer Mare’s call, as well as earlier relevant evidence. That is, we comprehensively and critically review the evidence for a direct effect of grandparental resources or characteristics on grandchildren’s educational outcomes. Within this broad survey, we focus on several specific issues. First, given that the majority of analyses report some form of significant G1–G3 association, how robust is this association? It may be, for instance, that apparent direct grandparent effects are due to the omission of dimensions of parental SES that in fact mediate the grandparent effect. We examine whether analysis characteristics such as the level of information available on parental SES are correlated with finding a grandparent effect. Second, how substantively important are grandparent effects? We examine this by comparing their strength of association to that reported for parents. Third, how much of the G1–G3 association persists after controls for G2 are introduced? Fourth, what evidence has been reported that sheds light on the mechanisms through which a grandparent effect might act? Fifth, what is the role of assortative mating in accounting for G1–G3 associations? Sixth, we examine evidence on the distribution of the grandparent effect, as there are reasons to expect heterogeneity in its operation. We use a mix of
quantitative and narrative methods to give a broad overview of the evidence whilst also paying attention to consequential particulars.

Methods

**Literature Search**

We restrict the scope of this review to educational outcomes. This restriction keeps the review manageable and the subject matter cohesive. In addition to other standard stratification outcomes such as earnings, occupational status, and class (Mukherjee 1954; Chan and Boliver 2013; Dribe and Helgertz 2016; Knigge 2016), the literature on multigenerational effects extends to the intergenerational transmission of fertility outcomes (Kolk 2014), longevity (Piraino et al. 2014), and body mass index (Modin and Fritzell 2009). These fall outside the scope of this review.

To identify relevant studies, in addition to our initial knowledge of the literature, a database search was conducted, and forward and backward reference searching were also employed.¹ We searched Web of Science (using the “All Databases” option) with the following search terms:

(multigeneration* OR “multiple generations” OR grand-parent* OR grandparent* OR great-grandparent* OR grandfather* OR grand-father* OR great-grandfather* OR grandmother* OR grand-mother* OR great-grandmother* OR “three generations” OR “four generations” OR lineage*)

AND

(socioeconomic OR socio-economic OR “status attainment” OR “social mobility” OR “social class” OR “class mobility” OR education* OR schooling OR occupation* OR income* OR inequalit* OR earning* OR wealth OR stratification OR “human capital”)

Studies were included if they contained any analysis estimating a main effect of grandparental resources or characteristics (of any kind) on grandchildren’s educational outcomes whilst also controlling for socioeconomic characteristics in the parental generation.

**Data Extraction**

The unit of analysis in this review is what we have termed an *analysis*. This is distinct from a study (or publication). A study may contain one or more analyses. Separate analyses within a study are distinguished (only) by outcome, population, or both together. Rather than trying to aggregate results at the level of the study, we find it is more meaningful to present results for different outcomes and/or populations as distinct data points (see, e.g., Ziefle 2016).
A distinct analysis within a study is defined by the presence of any of (1) a distinct outcome measure, (2) a distinct population, or (3) a distinct combination of outcome and population. However, the most aggregated analyses available are used from each study. For instance, if results are reported for men, women, and for the full sample, the only analysis taken from the study is the full sample analysis. Populations are regarded as distinct if they differ according to country, cohort, sex of the grandchild, or set of three generations (i.e., in a study with data on four generations, a G1–G3 analysis is regarded as distinct from a G2–G4 analysis). For example, the study by Lindahl et al. (2015) contains three analyses: one tests for a direct G1–G3 association in years of education, a second does the same for G2–G4, and a third analysis tests a direct G2–G4 association for the outcome of whether the grandchild has completed an academic high school track.

Other changes between samples, measures, or analytic approaches are not regarded as constituting distinct analyses: for example, examining those with data on maternal and paternal grandparents separately (Chiang and Park 2015), reporting estimates first excluding and then including vocational education in the measurement of years of schooling (Braun and Stuhler 2017), or first reporting preliminary regressions and then structural equation models (Warren and Hauser 1995; Grant 2005). Where multiple terms for grandparent resources are included, whether simultaneously (Møllegaard and Jæger 2015) or in separate models (Bol and Kalmijn 2016), this also does not constitute a distinct analysis.

Where a sequence of models is reported for a given analysis, the model with the greatest number of covariates is used (the fullest model). There are two exceptions to this. First, where interaction terms are introduced, the fullest model prior to the introduction of interactions is used. The descriptive results therefore reflect grandparent associations across whole samples—that is, averaged across the distribution of potentially important moderators. This may of course obscure heterogeneity in G1–G3 associations. Results of analyses including interaction terms are discussed further below. The second exception is that where potential mediators of a grandparent effect that are characteristics of the grandchild are included, the model prior to the inclusion of such terms is used. For instance, Yeung and Conley (2008) introduce a term for the child’s self-esteem, which a priori may lie on a causal path from grandparent education to child’s educational outcome. In addition, where applicable, we use the results from the model with the greater number of grandparent terms (e.g., a model with a term each for grandfather’s and grandmother’s education is favored over one with a single term for the education of the most educated grandparent). This is for consistency; sets of results presented with varying operationalizations of G1 characteristics are discussed below.

Lastly, some analyses report results from alternative analytical approaches. Results from structural equation models are favored over regressions, as they are a minor and straightforward extension of the conventional approach. Although we cannot include results from a number of other alternative and more complex models in a straightforward manner in our quantitative review, we discuss these important contributions in the “Alternative Analytical Approaches” section. These alternative approaches include instrumental variable models, marginal structural models, and the use of cousin correlations in outcomes.
Descriptive Statistics

Proportions finding an independent G1–G3 association. Each analysis is coded as 0 or 1 for finding a grandparent effect—that is, any independent G1–G3 association significant at the 0.05 level (even if others within an analysis are nonsignificant). We tabulate simple proportions of analyses finding a grandparent effect, showing how this varies according to a range of analysis characteristics that might bias towards or against finding an effect, or in some cases simply reflect genuine heterogeneity in the association. These characteristics are as follows: outcome, country, data set, number of observations, number of grandparents for whom information is available, how (many) grandparent terms are included, how (many) terms are included for the equivalent parental characteristics, and how many additional parental socioeconomic controls are included (i.e., in addition to those that are the equivalent of the grandparent term being tested). Other analysis characteristics are a priori interesting but in fact exhibit little variation—for instance, time period.

The categorization of these analysis characteristics is mostly self-explanatory. We here describe those which may not be. Outcome is categorized as either level (e.g., years of education, whether any tertiary education, choice of high school track) or ability (e.g., reading ability, grade point average, cognitive ability). The two types of outcomes may be subject to different influences because the former involves an element of choice. Observations refers to the number of grandchildren. The “other” category within G1 data availability refers to patterns of availability of data that are each rare (e.g., between one and four grandparents [Ferrie, Massey, and Rothbaum 2016]). For G1 included and G2 included, the category “joint/sum” refers either to the sum of the available (grand)parents’ values of a certain resource (e.g., years of education) or to characteristics that pertain to (or are simply measured at the level of) the (grand)parents as a set—for instance, neighborhood poverty (Sharkey and Elwert 2011), family income, or social capital. Because the mean of the parents’ values is very rarely used, the categories “mean” and “joint/sum” are grouped together for G2 included. The category “other” for these variables refers to approaches such as including multiple grandparent terms operationalized in different ways, such as each grandparent’s years of education and grandparental family income; another example of an “other” approach is entering the number of postsecondary-educated grandfathers into the model (Sheppard and Monden 2017). Parental (or other G2) socioeconomic characteristics that are included in addition to the parental values of the grandparent terms being tested are captured in G2 SES controls included, the simple sum of such variables included in the analysis. Separate variables used in constructing these controls are counted separately even if just one term is included in the model. For instance, if the mean of parents’ years of education is included, this is counted as two because it taps both the mother’s and father’s education. Alternative approaches to coding these additional parental controls yield highly similar results.

Strength of association relative to parents. Differences between the analyses make the effect sizes largely incommensurable in absolute terms. We take an approach that aims at making meaningful comparisons of effect size between analyses. Because the analyses reviewed here almost all control for the precise G2 equivalent of the G1 characteristic being tested, it is in many cases possible to calculate the ratio of
parental to grandparental effect sizes. This provides a scale-free parameter that can be compared across analyses and itself tabulated, as above, according to analysis-level variation in factors such as which controls are included. Where an analysis tests multiple types of G1 resources, we average across the separate ratios within an analysis.

*Attenuation with inclusion of controls.* A further parameter of interest is the extent to which a bivariate G1 coefficient is attenuated with the inclusion of the controls that enter into the full model. This reflects the degree to which any G1–G3 association is accounted for by including parental characteristics. Fewer analyses report bivariate G1–G3 associations, as they are often not the focus. Where G1 coefficients are reported that include only relatively minor controls such as birth year or survey year, these estimates are taken as the bivariate baseline for calculating this parameter.

**Narrative Review**

Analyses bearing on several further substantively interesting questions are relatively low in number or otherwise do not lend themselves to quantitative analysis. For these we give a narrative review of the results and in some cases use summary tables. We discuss the following: potential mechanisms underlying a direct effect of grandparents, which, following Knigge (2016), we divide into contact-based and non-contact-based; inclusion of both parents and, relatedly, assortative mating of G2 as an indirect mechanism and possible explanation for the grandparent effect; the distribution of grandparent effects—in particular, whether there are nonlinearities and interactions involved; whether there is evidence for particular grandparents being especially important in the transmission of socioeconomic status; whether results are robust to different specifications within analyses; limitations to accurately estimating grandparent effects; and finally, the results of studies taking alternative analytical approaches.

**Results**

*Proportions Finding an Independent G1–G3 Association*

Figure 2 shows the proportions of analyses finding a grandparent effect across a range of analysis characteristics. Few clear patterns emerge: 58 percent of studies find evidence of a grandparent effect as defined above. This proportion is higher among those looking at ability rather than level outcomes. The proportions appear relatively stable across settings. Whilst certain suggestive patterns are discernible, there is reason to interpret them with caution. For instance, though analyses more often find evidence of a grandparent effect in the United States compared with Germany, direct comparative evidence challenges this. Neidhöfer and Stockhausen (forthcoming), included here as a single cross-national analysis, find no evidence for a grandparent effect in the United States but do for Germany, whereas Hertel and Groh-Samberg (2014) report that “the pattern of three-generation [social class] mobility is similar in both countries” (p. 35). Similarly, the high figure for Sweden is
likely due partly to the extremely large sample sizes available in register data, which may make even substantially very small grandparent effects statistically significant and thus increase the likelihood of finding a grandparent effect (as reflected in the increasing proportion across the sample size categories here). Different analyses using the same data set often vary in whether or not a grandparent effect is apparent.
Finding a main effect may then depend on the analytical approach and/or the outcome or grandparental characteristics of interest, but it appears that grandparent effects are not obviously either present or absent within a given sample or setting.

A similar proportion of analyses find a grandparent effect when data are available on all four grandparents as when there are data on just one set of grandparents. This suggests that assortative mating in the parental generation leads to a correlation between the characteristics of an individual’s two sets of grandparents, such that having information on one set only—most often all that is available—may not lead to drastically different conclusions. Although the proportion in the other category is high, the number of analyses this represents is so low that the proportion is not likely to be informative.

The proportions finding an effect do not clearly decline with increasing numbers of parental SES controls, as the omitted-variables critique of apparent grandparent effects would imply. Forty-five percent of analyses controlling for four or more parental SES variables (in addition to the parental equivalents of the grandparent characteristics) report finding a grandparent effect, whereas the figure for analyses with no such additional controls is 65 percent.

**Strength of Association Relative to Parents**

An advantage of examining the relative strength of association of G1 and G2 with G3 is that the result it is not sensitive to sample size, unlike examining whether a coefficient is significant at the 0.05 level. The pairwise correlation among analyses between finding a significant G1–G3 association and log(N) is $0.33 \ (p < 0.01)$, whereas the G2:G1 strength of association ratio is uncorrelated with sample size: the corresponding $r$ is 0.01 ($p = 0.92$).

The mean values of this G2:G1 ratio are shown in Figure 3 across the same range of analysis characteristics. A larger number means a smaller G1–G3 association relative to the G2–G3 association. This G2:G1 ratio across the analyses has a mean of 9.10, a standard deviation of 12.20, a median of 4.10, and an interquartile range of 1.58 to 11.71.

G1 associations appear relatively large for ability outcomes. This may reflect the younger age of the grandchildren in these samples: test scores are amenable measures far earlier than years of completed schooling or whether a child achieves tertiary education. We see ratios below 1 (stronger association with G1 than with G2) in several of these analyses, for outcomes such as verbal comprehension and vocabulary for a sample with a mean age of 5.5 (Hill and O’Neill 1994; Phillips et al. 1998), the Applied Problems component of the Woodcock–Johnson Achievement Test–Revised given to 3- to 5-year-olds (Yeung and Conley 2008), and both reading and maths scores (again derived from Woodcock–Johnson tests) for children aged from 5 to 18 (Sharkey and Elwert 2011). Ferguson and Ready’s results imply ratios of 1.20 and 1.21 for maths and literacy skills assessments, respectively, at kindergarten entry (2011). However, there are small ratios at higher ages and vice versa: a figure of 1.58 for 18-year-olds at conscription given a cognitive ability test (Modin and Fritzell 2009) and a figure of 19 for a verbal comprehension outcome for the same sample, with a ratio below 1 for maths (Yeung and Conley 2008). The general
Figure 3: Ratio of G2:G1 (parent to grandparent) strength of association with G3 (grandchild) outcome: mean and median by analysis characteristics. Notes: The number of observations in each category is included in parentheses. A larger number corresponds to a stronger G2–G3 association relative to the G1–G3 association.
Figure 4: Ratio of G2:G1 (parent to grandparent) strength of association with G3 (grandchild) outcome by ln(N) and whether estimates are significant. N = 59. Note: Each point corresponds to an analysis. A larger number on the y axis corresponds to a stronger G2–G3 association relative to the G1–G3 association.

The trend of smaller ratios observed for ability outcomes may be a product of samples being younger and thus more likely experience face-to-face interaction with their grandparents, as discussed below.

Also notable from these results is dependence on how G1 and G2 are modelled: including two grandparents separately shows a tendency towards a lower ratio, supporting Sheppard and Monden’s (2017) finding that the effects of grandparents, or at least grandfathers, are additive. Similarly, estimates in which only one parent is included (mean ratio 2.5) appear to give more weight to grandparents than if both parents are modelled separately (mean ratio 12.7), again suggesting additive contributions, though they may be picked up by modelling the most-educated parent (mean ratio 12.3).

As noted, the ratio does not vary systematically with sample size (Figure 4). Interestingly, the four analyses using Swedish register data, with N > 500,000, give estimates ranging from 2.11 to 23.50. The variability in estimates of the ratio does
**Figure 5:** Attenuation in G1 coefficients from bivariate to full model: mean and median by analysis characteristics. *Note:* The number of observations in each category is included in parentheses.
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Figure 6: Percentage attenuation in G1 coefficient(s) from bivariate to full model by number of parental SES controls (in addition to parental equivalent of G1 resource) and whether estimates are significant. Note: each point corresponds to an analysis. This figure does not show three analyses in which G1 coefficient attenuation is greater than 100 percent. \( N = 41 \).

appear to decline in the better-powered analyses. Above \( N = 3,000 \) (8 on the \( x \) axis of Figure 4), ratios tend to fall within the range 2 to 10.

**Attenuation with Inclusion of Controls**

Estimates of the G1 coefficient(s) consistently attenuate by around 70 percent from the bivariate model when covariates including the G2 measures are introduced (Figure 5). Figure 6 suggests that this bears little relation to the number of G2 SES controls included. Although data points are sparse, this pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that omitted aspects of parental SES may not be important mediators of G1 influence because the studies that do control for a larger number of such variables do not show clearly greater levels of attenuation in the G1 coefficient.

This attenuation parameter appears to vary only according to how parents are modelled: including just one parent, unless they are the most educated, may omit important information on G2 SES. A partial explanation of this pattern may be that
including only one parent fails to capture a potentially important pathway through which grandparents influence their grandchildren: their role in the assortative mating of their (G2) child and hence in the choice of their grandchild’s other parent and set of grandparents (see below).

**Potential Mechanisms Underlying a Direct Effect of Grandparents**

*Contact-based.* Many of the mechanisms through which a direct grandparent effect is hypothesized to occur depend upon interaction between grandparent and grandchild. Through face-to-face interaction, the established mechanisms through which parents influence children—modeling behaviors, teaching values and norms, reading with the child, and so on—are analogously open to grandparents. This implies that in the presence of true grandparent effects, G1–G3 associations will be stronger in cases in which grandparents are able or likely to have been in contact with the grandchild and weaker where this does not hold—for instance, where the grandparent(s) died early in the grandchild’s life or even before their birth. A finding of stronger grandparental effects where the grandparent is closer to the family could, however, also result from lower measurement error in parental reporting of grandparental resources in cases in which the grandparent is present, or from unobserved characteristics of grandparents correlating with their availability, so this would not unambiguously confirm the presence of grandparent effects.

Several studies test such grandparental availability interaction terms. Table 1 summarizes these findings. In general, coefficients for grandparental resources do not appear to differ depending on the likelihood of contact between grandparent and grandchild, though there are exceptions, most notably Zeng and Xie’s (2014) finding that the education of coresident grandparents in rural China is almost as strongly associated with the likelihood of school dropout as mother’s and father’s education. However, this finding from rural China is a special case and not generalizable to Europe or the United States, where coresidence with grandparents is uncommon. It should be noted that the measures used in these analyses are mostly, as a function of the available data, crude proxies for grandparent–grandchild contact.

Results are similar for studies that test for a main, rather than moderating, effect of grandparental availability. Wightman and Danziger (2014:67) find that the child having at least one living grandparent shows no effect, and Ferguson and Ready report similar null results for variables indicating the number of living grandparents and whether they lived in proximity (2011:219). Celhay and Gallegos’s main effect for whether any grandparent is still alive is also non-significant (2015:443).

*Non-contact-based.* Direct influence of grandparents on grandchildren is also possible through means that do not require contact. Indeed, the most intuitive channel for grandparent effects is direct financial transfers. Hällsten and Pfeffer (2017:331–34) provide a discussion of further mechanisms through which family wealth may influence educational outcomes. Dead grandparents may also have social capital in the form of contacts that aid their grandchildren, or they may serve as reference points for their descendants’ decision-making in the status attainment
Table 1: Studies testing interactions with grandparental likelihood of contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Grandparent resources interacted with . . .</th>
<th>Interaction significant?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neidhöfer and Stockhausen forthcom</td>
<td>GP dead when grandchild was age 1</td>
<td>Yes, but only for maternal grandfathers, and only in German data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ing</td>
<td>Life span overlap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheppard and Monden 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017</td>
<td>Grandfather dead when grandchild born (with WWII deaths as a source of exogenous variation)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daw and Gaddis 2016</td>
<td>GP still alive when grandchild was age 6</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bol and Kalmijn 2016</td>
<td>Tie strength, residential proximity</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroeger and Thompson 2016</td>
<td>Mother lived with one of the child’s GPs for three months or more after child born</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng and Xie 2014</td>
<td>Number and education of coresident, noncoresident, and deceased GPs</td>
<td>Yes, effect of education far stronger for coresident than noncoresident or deceased GPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson and Ready 2011</td>
<td>“[C]o-resident versus caregiver status”</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loury 2010</td>
<td>GP dead when grandchild born or geographically remote during childhood</td>
<td>Yes, but only for grandmothers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: GP = grandparent.

process (Hertel and Groh-Samberg 2014). It is also possible for grandparents to pass on advantageous genetic material that is not expressed in the parental generation.

Although Braun and Stuhler claim the lack of an interaction between grandfather schooling and early death as evidence for indirect mechanisms of status transmission across three generations (2017:30), direct evidence on these mechanisms is extremely sparse.

Inclusion of Both Parents, and Assortative Mating as an Indirect Mechanism for Grandparent Effects

We have seen that grandparent effects are relatively weak and attenuate to a greater extent from bivariate estimates when both parents rather than just one are included in the model.

A possible explanation for a (stronger) grandparent effect in cases in which the status of only one parent is controlled is a correlation between the characteristics of G1 and the other, omitted parent. Though this would represent a technically
spurious portion of the G1–G3 association, it may reflect an important indirect mechanism through which grandparents can influence the development of their grandchildren. Such a correlation may arise if grandparents exert an influence on their child’s choice of spouse—the other parent to their grandchild. Conversely, the same will occur if G2 individuals’ choice of partner is informed by the status of the parents of a potential partner, whether directly or simply through observation of characteristics of the potential partner, without reference to their parents.

Few analyses present separate results including one parent and then both. These are presented in Table 2. Only a subset of these bear upon this assortative mating hypothesis (i.e., results for G1 and their descendant G2, then adding the nondescendant G2). In many cases, the second parents added are a mixture of individuals descendant and nondescendant from the G1 individual. The three analyses showing the G1 coefficient both before and after the son- or daughter-in-law is added each show an attenuation close to 50 percent, suggesting a substantial correlation between G1 and son- or daughter-in-law characteristics and hence the importance of assortative mating as an indirect pathway for G1 influence—though the process of partner choice may be entirely independent of G1’s actions. The broader set of results suggest that including the mother in addition to the father accounts for a large portion (mean = 57.2 percent) of any G1–G3 association that is evident when the status of only the father is controlled.

The Distribution of Grandparent Effects

Grandparent effects may be stronger among certain subgroups. Indeed, the log-linear models of Pfeffer (2014, education, United States), Chan and Boliver (2013, social class, United Kingdom), and Hertel and Groh-Samberg (2014, social class, Germany and the United States) all suggest stronger multigenerational persistence at the ends of the status distribution. So too do the transition matrices shown by Lindahl et al. (2015) for both earnings and education and the mobility approach taken by Ziefle (2016), though in the latter case only for West and not East Germany.

Authors taking a regression approach have tended to frame the nonlinearity issue as one of compensation (stronger grandparent effects where parental resources are low) versus augmentation (stronger grandparent effects where parental resources are high). It is noteworthy that this implicitly rejects the possibility of stronger effects at both ends of the distribution of parental resources than closer to the mean. This framing perhaps results from the difficulty of specifying terms in a regression framework to accommodate testing this possibility. Rather, where nonlinearities are tested, a simple interaction between parent and grandparent resources is included. These tests are reported in Table 3. Results are mixed, but more often than not, the hypothesis of compensation is supported and with interactions of greater magnitude than in those cases in which augmentation is supported. This is in line with Bengtson’s (2001) argument that grandparents represent an important source of support that may often not be recognized and harnessed except in conditions of difficulty. On the grandparent (supply) side, this accords with “the two main cultural norms of grandparenting [identified in the UK]. . . ‘being there’ and ‘not interfering’” (Mason, May, and Clarke 2007:687).
Table 2: Analyses presenting separate results including one parent and then both.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Grandparents included</th>
<th>Second parent added</th>
<th>% attenuation of grandparent coefficient</th>
<th>Grandparent effect becomes nonsignificant?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheppard and Monden 2017</td>
<td>No. of educated GFs</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017 (LVS-1)</td>
<td>M-GF or P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017 (LVS-2)</td>
<td>M-GF or P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017 (BASE)</td>
<td>M-GF or P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>Already nonsignificant with only one parent (and stays nonsignificant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017 (NEPS-1)</td>
<td>M-GF or P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017 (NEPS-2)</td>
<td>M-GF or P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daw and Gaddis 2016 (years of education)</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Nondescendant of G1</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daw and Gaddis 2016 (whether attained bachelor’s degree)</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Nondescendant of G1</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuhler 2014</td>
<td>P-GF</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: P-GF = paternal grandfather; M-GF = maternal grandfather.

If, as the loglinear evidence mentioned above suggests, grandparent effects are especially strong at both ends of the parental status distribution, the interaction terms tested in this framework may be biased towards zero. Just as there are good reasons to expect grandparents to step up in times of need, there are mechanisms for the direct grandparental transmission of advantage that are especially concentrated at the top of the status distribution, such as college legacy admissions and trust funds.

Heterogeneity is also possible according to family structure in the parental generation. Song (2016) focuses on this question, noting that stronger effects are plausible both in single-parent families (analogous to the compensation hypothesis, the necessity of their assistance may “activate” the grandparent effect) and in two-parent families, in which more grandparents are likely to be in contact with the grandchild. Song finds a significant G1–G3 association only among married, two-parent families and not for families in which a child’s parents are divorced or unmarried.
Table 3: Studies testing interactions of grandparent and parent resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Augmentation, compensation, or linearity?</th>
<th>b1(GP) + b2(P) + b3(GP x P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheppard and Monden 2017</td>
<td>Linearity</td>
<td>GP coefficient: 0.334 (father’s ed. = low) vs. 0.017 (father’s ed. ≠ low); 0.453 (G2 respondent income = low) vs. 0.071 (G2 respondent income’s ≠ low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun and Stuhler 2017</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>0.49 + 1.20 - 0.27 (high ed.); 0.65 + 0.64 - 0.55 (financial resources)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deindl and Tieben 2016</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>e.g., -0.158 + 0.243 + 0.0158 (ed.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daw and Gaddis 2016</td>
<td>Augmentation (but not robust to inclusion of cousin fixed effects)</td>
<td>e.g., -0.174 + 0.100 + 0.012 (ed.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiang and Park 2015</td>
<td>Augmentation</td>
<td>0.04 + 0.20 - 0.06 (ed.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolbers and Ultee 2013</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>e.g., 0.516 + 0.906 - 0.357 (ed., proxied by number of books for GPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havari and Savegnago 2012</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>e.g., 0.140 + 0.257 - 0.010 (ed.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jæger 2012</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>e.g., 0.140 + 0.257 - 0.010 (ed.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ed. = education; GP = grandparent; P = parent.

Are Certain Grandparents More Important?

Two types of evidence on this question are reported in Supplementary Table 3 (online supplement): firstly, cases in which terms for grandparents are included separately in a model, such as grandfather’s and grandmother’s education (single sample); and secondly, cases in which the sample is split according to which grandparent(s) are available and analogous models are fitted to, for instance, the halves of the sample with information on maternal and paternal grandparents. Where samples are split like this, separate models are indicated with a), b), c), et cetera.

There is no clear pattern to the results. It occurs slightly more often that a grandfather term is significant and a grandmother term is not than vice versa. Even a striking pattern could only be suggestive because the difference between a significant and a nonsignificant term may not itself be significant.

Sheppard and Monden (2017) note, having fitted 14 different specifications of all four grandparents to data from 15 countries separately, that “the only consistent finding across models is that, where there is an association, it tends to be for highly educated grandfathers and there is little evidence for an influence of grandmothers in any country” (p. 14).

Robustness of Findings to Alternative Specifications

We here examine stability and change in results according to within-sample variation in the operationalization of grandparent resources (Table 4). Evidence for grandparent effects will be more compelling if it is not dependent upon a priori
### Table 4: Robustness of findings to different operationalizations of grandparental resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Different approaches to including grandparents</th>
<th>Different results from different models?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neidhöfer and Stockhausen</td>
<td>– Using unstandardized years of education and most educated (of 4) GPs</td>
<td>Using unstandardized years of education: yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forthcoming</td>
<td>– Using unstandardised years of education and each GP separately (stratified by sex of grandchild)</td>
<td>Using z-scores: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Using years of education z-scores and most educated (of 4) GPs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Using years of education z-scores and each GP separately (stratified by sex of grandchild)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheppard and Monden 2017</td>
<td>Evaluate model fit and GP effects using 14 different operationalizations of GPs (with data on all 4); do this for full sample and 15 countries separately</td>
<td>Model fit: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hancock et al. 2016</td>
<td>– All 4 GPs’ (and Ps’) levels of ed. separately</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– For each set of GPs (and Ps), whether GF, GM, or both have tertiary ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrie et al. 2016</td>
<td>– Most educated observed GP (and P)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Mean education of GPs (and Ps)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Most educated observed GP (and P), with terms for other GPs (and Ps) also included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Most educated GP (and P), with mean education of GPs (and Ps) also included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song 2016</td>
<td>– Most educated GP (usually either maternal or paternal GPS observed)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Average education of GPs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuhler 2014</td>
<td>– Paternal GF only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– All 4 GPS separately (halves sample size)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wightman and Danziger 2014</td>
<td>– One set of GPS</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Both sets of GPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng and Xie 2014</td>
<td>– Sum of percentile scores</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Mean percentile score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Maximum percentile score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant 2005</td>
<td>– M-GPs’ wealth</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– P-GPs’ wealth and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– M-GPs’ income and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– P-GPs’ income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Supplementary Table 4 (online supplement) gives a more detailed version of this table, elaborating on how results change between models. GP = grandparent; P = parent; ed. = education; GF = grandfather; GM = grandmother; M-GP = maternal grandparent; P-GP = paternal grandparent.
minor changes in model specification. This is indeed usually the case, insofar as such checks are reported. It may of course be that authors are reluctant to report instability of findings to specification changes, should this occur.

**Limitations to the Accurate Estimation of Grandparent Effects**

Measurement error, collinearity, and omitted variables each have implications for the interpretation of grandparent effects. First, in certain circumstances, random measurement error is likely to be greater for grandparental characteristics than for parental characteristics, which would act to suppress any true G1–G3 association. This applies when, as is usually the case, both parental and grandparental characteristics are reported by G2—that is, by grandparents’ adult offspring and in some cases by their sons- or daughters-in-law. Respondents are likely to be able to make a more accurate report of their own and their partner’s socioeconomic resources than of their own parents’ and in-laws’.

In addition, information is usually not available on all four grandparents, which may further introduce random measurement error. This depends upon the missingness of grandparent measures being random, which holds in the many cases for which either maternal or paternal grandparents are observed, depending on the gender of the G2 survey respondent.

Second, conversely, where information on all four grandparents is used, including terms for each of them may introduce collinearity if the resources of an individual’s grandparents are highly correlated, as may be the case under a high degree of assortative mating. This would decrease efficiency and make a true grandparent effect less likely to be found.

Third, a potential source of bias lies in the measurement of G2 resources, both through classical measurement error and through omitted variables. In the standard model regressing G3 education on G2 and G1 education, measurement error in the former will attenuate its association with the outcome and upwardly bias the G1 coefficient. As mentioned, this issue is more likely to take the opposite form, with random measurement error higher among G1 than G2. However, Ferrie et al. (2016) show that their finding of a significant grandparent effect is consistent with a Markov process in which the level of measurement error in education is the level that they in fact observe from their multiple data sources: “The grandparent effect we observe...either does not exist or is too small for us to distinguish from measurement error” (2016:19).

Of even greater a priori concern is the omission of G2 characteristics different from the G1 characteristic of interest but which also mediate the transmission of advantage between generations. For example, if grandparental education exerts indirect effects on grandchild education not only through parental education but also through parental income, failing to control for parental income will upwardly bias the independent G1–G3 association and give the appearance of a direct grandparent effect. The results above give some assurance that apparent grandparent effects do not necessarily reflect unobserved pathways involving some attribute of the intervening generation.
Although this omitted-variables argument is most often put in terms of unmeasured parental characteristics, it extends to the characteristics of other family within the parents’ generation. Aunts, uncles, and others embody a pathway for the transmission of advantage from grandparent to grandchild, but their resources are rarely measured in the data sets informing this literature. Loury (2006) reports that aunts, uncles, and grandparents each independently affect grandchildren’s educational outcomes, though Jæger (2012) finds an effect only for aunts’ education among extended family in G2 and no grandparent effects. The most striking evidence on this issue is afforded by the unique comprehensiveness of Swedish register data: Adermon, Lindahl, and Palme (2016) show that the coefficient for grandparents’ human capital on grandchildren’s years of schooling falls from 0.044 to 0.012 when a greater range of individuals from G2 are taken into account (aunts and uncles, their spouses, the siblings of their spouses, parents’ cousins, and their spouses). The attenuation is similar whether schooling, schooling and income, or schooling, income, and occupation are used to measure relatives’ human capital.

**Alternative Analytical Approaches**

Several studies apply analytical approaches more complex than standard regressions and are not included in our quantitative review. We discuss these contributions here. These approaches are instrumental variable (IV) models, marginal structural models (MSMs), and the use of cousin correlations in outcomes.

IV models offer a promising approach, but the small number of such analyses in this area likely reflects the scarcity of appropriate instruments. Behrman and Taubman (1985), Lindahl et al. (2014), and Sauder (2006) each employ instrumental variables in models regressing G3 education on G1 and G2 characteristics. The former two use the education of father’s twins and the education of G2’s grandparents, respectively, as instruments for G2 education. The aim in these cases is not, therefore, to identify a causal effect of G1 but rather of G2. In contrast to their ordinary least squares (OLS) results, Behrman and Taubman found in their IV models a positive and significant association for grandfather’s (but not grandmother’s) education. However, little information is given about the strength and appropriateness of the instrument, and as Lindahl et al. (2014:88) observe, the exclusion criterion that the education of one twin does not directly influence the education of the other twin’s children is questionable. Lindahl et al. report positive coefficients of similar size in their OLS and IV regressions, but the larger standard errors in the IV models mean that the grandparent effect is significant only in the OLS results. In each of these two analyses instrumenting G2 education, the G2:G1 ratio is around 4. These analyses offer tentative support for a grandparent effect, but both depend on strong assumptions and come from relatively small samples that are not nationally representative. Moreover, they instrument G2 rather than G1 education.

Sauder’s (2006) unpublished study appears to represent the only attempt to directly instrument G1 characteristics. This analysis does so using both a schooling reform (the 1947 increase in the UK minimum school leaving age) and grandmothers’ birth order. Sauder’s instruments are also imperfect. The increase in education associated with the schooling reform (instituted simultaneously nationwide) is con-
founded by age, and the use of birth order has been criticized on the grounds that it can have effects other than through education (Black, Devereux, and Salvanes 2005; Lindahl et al. 2014). Another caveat is that the G2 spousal correlation in education is unusually low at 0.19. Sauder cautions that his analysis “could not reach sufficient precision to identify causal effects” (2006:49), but finding no evidence in the IV models for a grandparent effect (or a positive effect of parental education) despite positive OLS results, he concludes that “all evidence presented seems to indicate that OLS effects are overestimating the true effects of education” (ibid.).

Three studies report results from marginal structural models as well as more conventional regression models. This method aims to account for time-varying confounding by weighting such that the conditional distributions of the variables of interest are independent of any time-varying confounders (Robins, Hernán, and Brumback 2000). In two cases the MSMs aim to capture the total—direct and indirect—effect of grandparents and are thus less relevant here (Sharkey and Elwert 2011; Hällsten and Pfeffer 2017). Song (2016), however, applies the method to the question of direct grandparent effects. Although she does not discuss the differences in the results, Song’s MSM finds a significant grandparent effect (with a G2:G1 strength of association ratio of 5.4), whereas her conventional model does not (G2:G1 ratio of 17.1). This suggests that time-varying covariates may suppress conventional estimates of grandparent effects.

Finally, Jæger (2012) and Hällsten (2014) examine correlations in educational outcomes between cousins, who by definition share one set of grandparents. Cousin correlations, however, capture all influences shared by cousins, which potentially extend well beyond the direct effects of grandparents. In Jæger’s analysis, the intra-class correlation coefficient for cousins becomes nonsignificant once G2 socio-economic characteristics are controlled, suggesting an absence of direct grandparental influence. Hällsten finds cousin correlations of more than 0.15 for educational outcomes, which are reduced by around one-third to one-half after accounting for G2. For those who share extremely wealthy grandparents, however, these correlations are far larger, more than 0.20 even after adjustment for G2. In line with Hällsten and Pfeffer’s (2017) test for a direct effect, this suggests an important role for grandparental wealth, especially at the top of the distribution. As noted, however, influences shared by cousins may include not just grandparents but also, for instance, “economic conditions, manners and cultural behaviors, and network connections” (Hällsten 2014:23).

Conclusions and Future Directions

At first sight, the extant evidence gives a remarkably incoherent picture as to whether grandparental resources are associated with the educational outcomes of their grandchildren independently of the characteristics of the parental generation: 58 percent of the 69 analyses that model this relationship report a significant association. Other than sample size, no study characteristics clearly distinguish the positive findings from the null. However, given the clear correlation between sample size and finding a significant association, the more interesting question is the following: how substantively large is the grandparent effect? Across analyses that use a highly
heterogeneous set of measures, we examine this by extracting the ratio of parent and grandparent independent associations with the grandchild outcome. The median for this parameter is 4.1, implying that grandparents matter around a quarter as much as parents for education. As sample size increases, variability in this parameter declines, and most estimates imply that the independent G1–G3 association is around a half to a tenth the size of the G2–G3 association. Taken together with the finding that on average, 30 percent of the bivariate G1–G3 association remains after the inclusion of G2 controls, it is clear that grandparental characteristics often contribute information beyond that captured by parental characteristics and should be included in measurements of social origin.

We draw a number of further conclusions. First, with the notable exception of Zeng and Xie’s (2014) finding in the context of rural China, there have been consistent null results for the hypothesis that G1–G3 associations should be stronger where there is (more) G1–G3 contact. This casts doubt on a causal interpretation of the grandparent effect. Second, based on the few studies that report the relevant information, adding the second parent substantially attenuates the grandparent effect, suggesting that assortative mating is an important indirect mechanism. Third, although there are good reasons to expect stronger effects at both ends of the distribution of G2 resources, the compensation hypothesis is well-supported: grandparent effects are stronger where G2 resources are low. Fourth, it is not clear that any particular grandparents are especially important in general, and this may vary with factors such as the outcome (Modin, Erikson, and Vägerö 2013) and sex of the grandchild (Celhay and Gallegos 2015). Fifth, the omitted-variables critique of grandparent effects is an important caveat, but its implication that a grandparent effect should be less likely to be found with more controls for parental characteristics is not clearly borne out here, albeit in an imperfect test, and one that attends only to between-analysis variation in the number of additional G2 SES controls. It should be borne in mind that, as in any model, using a greater number of controls does not necessarily reduce the association of interest. Moreover, if (G2) controls are uncorrelated with the (G1) predictor and/or (G3) outcome, efficiency of estimates may be reduced, which has the potential to affect whether a G1–G3 association appears statistically significant.

It is surprising that variation in G1–G3 associations by measures of the likelihood of contact is not more evident. If grandparents directly affect their grandchildren, the association is expected to be stronger if the grandparents, for instance, live nearby and overlap substantially in lifespan. This approach is limited, however, because the relationship between modes of grandparental influence and measures of availability is not necessarily clear. For instance, geographically distant grandparents may provide fewer economic resources because they have less contact and so take less of an interest in their descendant, or they may provide more to compensate for the relative lack of contact. Similarly, living grandparents may provide more economic resources as they take an active interest in the child’s development, or deceased grandparents may do so because they provide an inheritance and have zero consumption themselves. Measures of grandparental availability would usefully be combined with other information on grandparental characteristics to enable
researchers to determine whether particular mechanisms rely upon some aspect of contact or availability.

No research has yet explored the dynamic aspects of grandparent effects: variation in availability—especially conceived of as health and well-being—exists within individual grandparents as well as between them. This raises questions of whether and at what point aging grandparents begin to compete with the youngest generation for resources rather than providing them, and so whether their net effect varies according to the time at which it is measured and if it depends upon health and longevity. Competing hypotheses are plausible: high-SES grandparents have more resources to pass on, yet may live longer and in doing so demand resources from the parental and even child generation. This may have implications for the educational success of grandchildren.

Further work is needed to disentangle the nature of grandparent effects. To advance our understanding it will need to attend to measurement error and omitted variables with regard to the parental generation—including aunts and uncles if possible (Prix and Pfeffer 2017). Given the mixed set of results arising from the few IV and MSM analyses conducted so far, it would be useful for researchers to take these approaches further and to attempt to explicitly account for differences from conventional regression estimates that these methods produce. Future research will also need to pay close attention to sources of heterogeneity and in particular the conditions under which (and ways in which) grandparents are drawn out of the ambivalence of their position with respect to their grandchildren’s development (Mason et al. 2007) and mobilized as cultivators of their human capital. This will require attention to the institutions and actors that structure G1–G3 contact, including paternity/maternity leave, childcare regimes, and parents themselves. With variation across cultures in the role of grandparents, mechanisms may be context specific. It is the task of future research to identify these.

Though we are able to draw a number of important conclusions, there remains a great deal of variability across analyses. This review is based on 69 analyses from 40 articles. Set against the number of studies on many other substantive questions in stratification and social mobility, this is a relatively small body of evidence. More studies using more data sources and covering more time periods and societies may give us clearer patterns than we can see currently. It is crucial, therefore, that all well-designed studies are published, whether they find significant associations or not. We have no way of knowing the extent of publication bias in this field; however, it is encouraging that we find a relatively high proportion of publications showing null results.

It would be helpful if future studies included more elaborate descriptive statistics and a sequence of basic associations that can be compared across studies. Online supplements and replication packages provide an excellent opportunity for including this information. At a minimum, the basic persistence in social status across more than two generations should be described. This is valuable information. Insofar as these estimates continue to diverge from what extrapolating from two generations leads us to expect, they serve to motivate continued investigation into the sources of this previously hidden persistence in social status.
Notes

1 We are also very grateful to Guido Neidhöfer, who kindly shared with us the results of his search of the literature.

2 In fact there is a third, occurring only once: Stuhler’s (2014:23) fullest model includes a control for father’s cognitive ability, which reduces the sample size to 2,789 from 47,797 in the previous model excluding the control. The model excluding this control is used. This does not affect whether a grandparent effect is found.

3 We accessed a version of this article dated March 20, 2017, sent to us directly by the authors. For the purposes of Figure 1 the article is dated 2017. A publicly accessible version (dated November 22, 2016) with identical results to those referred to in our article is available at the following link, last accessed by us on February 5th, 2018: https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/148300/1/180606824.pdf.
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